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Rhythm is at the center of 

our being and our evolution. 

Rhythm heightens our  

experiences, brings people 

together and helps us better 

understand life.



Architecture, music and dance are very  
distinct forms of art, but the way we experience 
them may lie within the element of rhythm.  

Perception
In dance, we see bodies moving rhythmically 
to the beat of music. In music, we perceive 
the duration and accent of tonal sounds. In 
architecture, we perceive the placement of 
walls, windows and other structural elements 
as well as their repetition throughout the space. 
Scientific research shows that these rhythmic 
elements generate a neurological and physical 
response in the both their creators and their 
spectators. A response that not only causes 
changes in the brain, but also produces a 
profound sense of well-being.

Practice
For architects, musicians and dancers, 
developing a rhythm of daily practice is how 
they master their crafts. They train hours 
everyday in a ritualistic manner, endlessly 
repeating musical scales, barre exercises, and 
the drawing of architectural lines. In the case of 
musicians, science shows that this long-term 
training may cause increased gray matter in the 

motor, auditory and visual-spatial areas  
of the brain. Could the same be true for dancers  
or architects? 

Performance
And how are those affected who listen to a 
concert, watch a dance performance or walk 
through a building? Though our responses to  
the arts are complex, science shows that their 
affects move along common neural pathways  
that mediate responses such as pleasure. That’s 
why we experience the emotional/physical effect  
of “chills down the spine” when we listen to 
Chopin’s Etude in E Minor, watch a ballerina 
perform in Swan Lake or sit in the courtyard  
of the Salk Institute.

Neuroscience
Neuroimaging shows us that the brain is affected 
by aesthetic experiences, and the brain areas  
that become aroused are the same as those 
engaged in mechanisms of reward and motivation. 
Perhaps this is why the arts give us such 
enhanced feeling of fulfillment. Only by gathering 
more neuroscience data can we answer these 
questions, and understand why the rhythm of  
the arts has such a transcendent affect.
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Rhythm is a powerful force  

   that shapes the way we  

  experience the arts.

     Can neuroscience help  

       us explain why?


